Dance like the sun and sway like a palm tree
Groove like a shark and surf out on the waves
That's how you play this game

During "A" sections, say "Freeze!" whenever you want (after or in between phrases).
Pause as long as you like and have fun!
Here is an example:

A
Dance like the sun and sway like a palm tree
Groove like a shark and surf out on the waves
That's how you play this game

Repeat as many times as you like.
When you're ready, move onto the second ending!
Beach Dance

Silly like a sea-horse and you're quiet like anemone. You're out there on your surfboard until it's time to freeze. Not a peep. Go to sleep.

Dance like the sun and sway like a palm tree. Groove like a shark and surf out on the waves. That's how you play this game. Oh you're silly like a sea-horse and you're quiet like anemone. You're out there on your surfboard until it's time to freeze and...
Beach Dance
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Eat a little treat
yum-yum-yum-yum-yum-yum
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Dance like the sun and sway like a palm tree Freeze!
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Groove like a shark and surf out on the waves
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Dance like the sun and sway like a palm tree
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Groove like a shark and surf out on the waves Freeze!
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That's how you play this game
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Oh let's surf out on the waves Freeze!
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That's how you play this game Freeze!